Christ Our Hope Catholic Church

Faith in Laity Corner

Readings: 2Kg.3:42-44; Mk. 6:1-11

17th Sunday of Ordinal Times

Feeding People, What !!
Every culture in the world has the custom of sharing food while ensuring that people eat and were
satisfied. On the 17th Sunday of Ordinary times, the readings place focus on the reality of the need to feed

people. One of the fascinations of the American food culture is that there are always so many choices. You
cannot just order a hamburger….. Should it be regular, large, whopper, double stack, beef or chicken, with

cheese, with bacon? Variety an American hallmark and quite wonderful; yet is not the major component for
feeding hungry people. Recall the time you were really hungry… any reasonable food would do!! In times past
the hallmark for feeding people was because they were genuinely hungry.
It is by no means an ordinary feat about to occur before their eyes, led by the Prophet Elisha

“A man came, bringing the man of God twenty barley loaves
made from the first fruits, and fresh grain.” (2Kg 4:42)
The honest generosity of one man and the compassion shown by the prophet were the factors which enable
God’s blessings so that the small amount of food could feed many.

“How can I set this before a hundred?” (2Kg.4:43)
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How can this be enough to feed such a crowd? To the observer, these are not easy questions to find an answer.
How often do you have to feed an unexpectedly large crowd and literally have to pray that this food will
‘stretch’. (I have, and it manages to feed all.)

“Give it to the people to eat, for thus says the LORD:
You will eat and have some left over.” (2Kg.4:43)
We see the command to ‘feed the people’ even when there were questions,- we learn never doubt God. It came
to pass….

“He set it before them, and when they had eaten, they had some left over” (2Kg.4:44)
In the Gospel again we had a large number of people; some who had traveled under difficult conditions
to hear and be healed by Jesus. Many walked for miles in the hot sun, but their need was greater than their
discomfort.

“Jesus raised his eyes and saw that a large crowd was coming to him.” (Mk.6:5)
Both cases were pointing out the needs of people, food was important, but by feeding Elisha and Jesus were
building the faith of the people that there is a Mighty God. The willingness to feed a vast crowd of hungry
people was a daunting task. (Think of Hell’s Kitchen). Phillip used his human reality check …..

Philip answered, “Two hundred days’ wages* worth of food would
not be enough for each of them to have a little. (Mk.6:7)
Jesus was carrying out His ministry, He was about His Father’s business-faith building among the people.
For God to work among His people, there is a need for our honest corporation.

“There is a boy here who has five barley loaves and two fish;
but what good are these for so many?” (Mk.6:8)
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This boy could have hidden and eaten the food. He could have decided that it will be to his loss and will have to
go hungry if he handed the meager meal to Simon. Again generosity with compassion saved the day. The boy
gave up his meal, not expecting this would enable thousands of others to eat.

“Jesus took the loaves, gave thanks, and distributed them to those who were reclining,
and also as much of the fish as they wanted.” (Mk.6:11)
Lesson to be learned…. God needs us to do our part to ‘feed’ others, whether it is to support their
physical or spiritual needs. Jesus was working on both levels; He provided for the spiritual lacking but
recognized that the physical hunger was real and had to be addressed. Without the man who provided the best
of his crop to hand Elisha 20 barley loaves and the boy who gave up his fish and loaves; the miracles would not
have built faith. It was the gifts of the ordinary people that made the miracles so noteworthy. The gifts of our
human hands were the best and all they had, there was the ability to hide the food because of its small quantity,
but generosity superseded. Was there any knowledge of how this was going to work out for the ordinary,
generous person? NO…. With honest generosity, and compassion to help others- lifted these deeds to noble
heights and God demonstrated- HE is God. What are we feeding people? As we look round us there is an
overdose of lies, deceptions, and self-centeredness; which rather than helping the hand of God to reach more,
there is so much constraint,

Feeding people demands that all of us become truthfully generous with our small gifts and offerings; so
that God can reach those without. Feeding people the truth and upholding generosity to our environment make
our daily habits important. Eating just what we could eat, not throwing food away, giving extra meals to the
homeless and shelters, supermarkets permitting people to access food over dumping; EPA truthfully telling
people about food origins, pharmaceuticals companies pushing natural medicines over harmful drugs; our
churches speak the truth on the harm of separating young children from parents and forcing manufactured milk
over breast milk. My question remains this week ‘Feeding the people, what?’ Lies, ‘fake news’, false or hidden
reports or generosity in truth and compassion? Hmmm…..
******************
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As our country sails towards uncertain tragic and unpredictable times; we must recall the warnings of the Marian
visionaries- that we have to be in steadfast prayer. Our only weapons in these times are to live by the truth, in love
and prayer.
************
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